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leg on it, as if to show what he
thought of pigeons. lvan's face was
a study of stunned disbelief as he
looked at the judge who was
shaking his head negatively.

The retriever on a shooting trip
and the retriever in a f ield trial have
the same common role - to mark
and find game, retrieve rt smarily
and be a dependable companion.
Unless l'm trarning a young dog,
who must be immediately obedient
and precise to my hunting com-
mands, l'm not fussy how an old
campaigner retrieves as long as he
is enthusiastic and snappy about it.

He has a job to do and I don't
want half my day ruined worrying if
he is working according to the
retriever rule book. This may be ter-
med sloppy by keen triallers, but in
the field the same end is sought
and it's the results which bring
satisfaction. However. I will be
quite honest in admitting that my
dogs, who probably retrieve more
varied game more often than the
average trial dog, wouldn't hold a
candle to them. Trial dogs would
leave mine tor dead on a trial
course because they lack the polish
and finesse so important to suc-
cessful trialling.

During the afternoon Bob gave us
a laugh when he dropped his
scoreboard in the creek and nearly
fell in trying to retrieve it. "You'll
never make the All Age Stakes", I

yelled, and somebody else added;
"He can't add up either". Bob grin-
ned and took it in good part. lt
would never do in the showri ng, sir,
but this illustrates the relaxed at-
mosphere and friendly rivalry
predominant at trialling.

I had to restrain myself f rom
dashing to the van for a fishing line
on another course he selected, and
noticed Canine Control Council
representative,'Lyle Gearside's
fingers twitching on an imaginary
reel" The mullet were in, and
several dogs who couldn't make out
what was going on, had to be
restrained from marking the leaping
fish. Terry Grice, who ran a
Labrador Retriever in last year's
Nationals, considered tying a line
on his dog's tail. "l mightn't get
many points but l'd get a damn
good feed", he quipped.

l{ollow most activities in the
competitive dog world and when
comparing them to trialling, I'm of-
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*tme of the breeds seen at the Queensland
U.F.T.A. trial, eligible to compete in Non-slip
Retrieving Trinls. (From left) Irish Water Spaniel,
English Springer Spaniel, German Shorthaired
Pointer, Golden Retiever, Labrad.or Retriever,
Weimaraner, Curly Coated Retriever.
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Noel Scriven waits for Bob Philps "Take the
bird" as his Labrador Retriever sits patiently af-
ter a smart retrieve which won her the Restricted
Stakes.

Robert Price (left) with his Labrador Retiever
Dupur Sombre, C.M. C.D. winner of All Age,
with judges Kev Farmer and Bob phitp beln7
congratulsted on a successful trial by C.C.C.
representative, Mr. Lyle Gearside (centre).
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ten amused at the extremes and
idiocies competitors indulge in to
supposedly give their animals an
advantage. A championship show I

attended recently was held in dirty
weather and the grounds soon
deteriorated to a slush from the
steady rain. We expect to see pam-
pered pets in rain coats and hair
curlers carefully shielded from the
nasty wet, but I was dumbfounded
to see a big healthy lrish Setter
being carried through the puddles
by his owner. What the hell are gun-
dogs coming to? A ludge who
would penalise a gundog for muddy
feet on such a {oul day wouldn't be
worth showing under anyway. I of-
ten wonder if some gundog owners
know the real purpose for which
their dogs were bred.

However, many fine gundogs are
seen in the showri ng, and it is a fact
that a well conformed gundog will
be a better stayer in the field
because he is put together in the
right way, and all bones and
muscles work in unison to defeat
fatigue. Unfortunately, many well
conformed gundogs have litile on
top and wouldn't have a hope on atrial course where intelligence
counts. But they can get away with
lack of brains and working ability in
the Australian showring. This is
exemplif ied in a 1973 pubtication
supposedly depicting 200 of the
best show dogs in Australia. ln the
gundog section of the book, the
caption under the English pointer
says the dog prefers to "play with
tins instead of balls" Not a mention
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